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VCA-2181x
Full dual channel Voltage Controlled Preamplifier module
In line with our Power Amplifier modules, we spent a lot of time to find the best available solution
to make a volume control / buffer module as base of a reference quality Preamplifier.
We ended at THAT Corp, providing a logarithmic Voltage Controlled Amplifier (VCA) IC, able to set
the attenuation/gain in an unbeaten range of -100/+40dB with a L/R symmetry of 0,5%.
Compare: a high quality potentiometer based setup has a range of -60/0dB, asymmetry up to 20% !
For an optimal channel separation we only use single channel IC’s, so it’s a full dual mono setup.
On the board we added locations for electronics that makes SPI controlled volume possible as well.

True scale PCB dimensions: 100x62mm. VCAcap input capacitor module could fit on top of it.
Several SMD parts like VCA IC’s, supply coupling capacitors, etc. are mounted at the back side.

Functional diagram:
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While developing this volume control unit, we wanted to make it the best way possible.
So, we used about the best components and PCB we could find, resulting in following features:



































Extremely wide attenuation/gain control range:
o Analog controlled 0-4,8V:
-100/+40dB, 40mV/dB, linear control curve 0-5Vdc.
o SPI controlled DAC (optional):
-90/+12,375dB, in 4096/1024/256 steps
Total circuit is processing currents, not voltages, 0,1% MOX in signal path.
Output level can be driven up to the power rail levels, or ±11,7Vrms.
Completely independent two channel audio path circuits for optimal channel separation.
Current driven circuitry improving f.e. noise figures.
Superb quality THAT2181 (A/B/C) VCA circuits in SOIC8 (SMD) per channel.
There is NO input capacitor required if the input signal is DC-free. Then use INdc.
Two SMD non-polar ceramic multilayer 10uF input capacitors are mounted. Use INac.
Instead 22,5mm pitched, 10uF/63V KEMET MMK quality input capacitors can be mounted.
Header positions for VCAcap board with same dimensions where large High-End input capacitors fit.
Extra (EC-) control port for specific functions like expander/compander/limiter, etc.
High quality 25 turns BOURNS trimmers for optimising of the VCA’s symmetry/distortion.
High quality 25 turns BOURNS trimmers for Vdc nulling of the outputs.
High quality 25 turns BOURNS trimmer (or header) for optimising the audio balance.
Instead, a jumper fits where a front panel balance potmeter can be connected.
Very low output impedance (0,01ohm) by an audiophile OPA134 single Opamp IC per channel.
These Opamps IC can be exchanged by many other types, even the BURSON single channel hybrids
which fit flat mounted on the PCB, minimising height.
Absolute logarithmic (0,5%) performance (see graph at next page), generated by the VCA’s.
No mechanical and/or nonlinear, inductive or capacitive components in the circuit.
+5 V regulator on board for DAC/digital power supply.
+5 and -5V regulators on board for analogue potentiometer circuits.
Double sided, EU made PCB with gold plated solder isles and 2x 35um copper.
Parts soldered with MUNDORF Supreme solder. 88,6% Sn, 1,8% Cu, 9,5% Ag
Expansion possible for digital SPI / I2C control, just add a dual DAC IC of your choice.
Depending the bitrate of the double DAC, up to 4096 steps (0,025dB / bit step, 12bits)
With SPI, gain is limited to a practical 12dB, using maximum number of steps in logic rates.
While adding an extra analogue signal, gain of 40dB still possible.
By changing just one control bit, range halves to -90/-30dB, with half sized steps.
By changing just one control bit, the DAC goes in sleep mode and so simulating Mute mode.
The same software can be used for all three types of DAC’s we use, without any extra precautions.
Multiple SPI DAC’s can read the same data at the same time (f.e. in balanced stereo circuits!)
VCA-2181x models are pin compatible with our ELTIM VCA-2180x and VCA-2162 models.
The header connectors are provided, but not mounted. You can decide on which side to be mounted.
All ELTIM VCA modules fit on all our Preamplifier modules without any wiring required.

Analog control
As the name already tells, the attenuation/gain of a VCA (Voltage Controlled Amplifier) is adjustable by a
(0 – 5V) dc-voltage. Since our ears react in a logarithmic way, a conversion from linear to a logarithmic
function is required for volume control, and is performed by the VCA’s in optima pro forma from -100 up to
+40dB (< 0,5%). Feed this 0 – 5Vdc signal via a single, LINEAR potentiometer to both channels.
A trimmer (or potmeter via a header) provides small DC signals to both VCA’s, functioning as balance control.

Digital, SPI control (optional)
We provide an optional digital control input as well. You can place all kinds
of SPI or I2S double DAC IC’s on our module. These DAC’s give analogue
outputs in the range of 0-5V and these output voltages are processed similar
as we do with the volume potmeter signal. Actually, only a double DAC IC
and two resistors were required. Pinning of the Dip8 milled socket is as this:
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The division is slightly different compared to analogue in order to become logical dB steps per bit step.
Unlike as with digital potmeter IC’s and most relay attenuators, every bit step will result in a true logarithmic
step, depending the bitrate type used, see the table at the last page! Programming becomes most simple this
way, since you don’t need to make a linear to logarithmic response table, skipping several bit values as
required while using digital (always linear!) potentiometers , which are no more than that by the way.

Output Amplifier
Since the VCA’s we use invert the audio CURRENT signal by 180º, inverting circuits are necessary in order to
inverse and convert the output signals of the VCA’s into voltages again. The output impedance of the OpAmps
used is fantastic low and capable to drive any Power Amplifier. For this, we use a pair of audiophile single
channel , Fet input opamps. Standard we mount OPA134, other types on
request. Since we mount them in milled 8-pin IC-sockets, you can exchange
these Opamps. Many other OpAmp types will also fit, even the famous
BURSON single Opamps as we have in our program. Burson’s fit even while
horizontal mounted where minimum height is used, see the PCB outlines.
Use our angled DIP8 socket in the regular ones and fix the Burson’s with f.e.
double sided tape/kit. This angled 8-pin DIP foot is an ELTIM exclusive ! > >
Besides the required I/U conversion, we also follow the custom and unwritten rule that any audio circuit
should not invert the signal. By using these inverting OpAmps, the inverted VCA outputs are inverted again,
2x180º=360º=0º. Many Chinese crap doesn’t! In that case, when the bass drum hits, your woofer goes
backwards and “sucks” instead of “pushing”. The first sounds “blurry”, the second you feel in your stomach
as it should be. With two trim potmeters 0Vdc outputs adjusting can be done while using f.e. OPA134.
All resistors in the audio path are 0,1% MOX types, all others are 1% MOX.

Other options
Since the attenuation/gain can be controlled with a 0 – 5Vdc signal, you could connect other electronics to
control this gain. For example, beside functioning as explained above, you could also build in a limiter
function, where only a handful of electronic parts can take care that the maximum output level does not
exceed a certain level. The opposite (or even both) will work too, small signals can be amplified automatically
till a certain minimum level. The inversed control inputs (ec-) are available at the side headers and normally
grounded by a jumper on the same header. For details, check the THAT2181 datasheet and application notes.
You can remove the balance trimmer and mount a 3-pole header. There you can connect a 2k linear balance
potentiometer. Then, you can use a single LINEAR volume potentiometer and also have a balance control.

Display
If you control the volume in the easy, analogue way there is only this 0 -5Vdc
signal available which indicates the gain setting of this VCA-module. For
setups where no logic is present (like our own preamps) to measure this signal
and presenting the value on a display, we provide a -100 / +40mV output
signal representing the attenuation value of the VCA settings. You could
connect general available 200mV readouts here. There are hundreds of types
available in all sizes and display colours. It will display the dB level from
-100,0/+40,0dB . This signal is coming from the VCA control line, so it is also working while our VCA-2181
module is controlled by SPI or possibly other data. These output voltages are also a help feature for you to
check if you programmed correct and /or balance both channels, just connect a voltmeter. A voltmeter
between both dB outputs gives a dB reading in channel difference. You could use a central position meter.
This analogue output signal could also be connected to a uP via A/D conversion and readout on a display.

Input capacitors
This VCA module can work without the use of input capacitors, but only if you are absolutely sure that there is
no Vdc residue in the presented input signals. Then use the INdc inputs. A possible dc level will passed on to
the outputs of this VCA-2181 module with the same amplification as the audio signal. So, in all other cases
and/or to play safe, use the INac inputs where a capacitor blocks a possible dc residue at all times. On this
VCA-2181 module we standard mount 10uF SMD’s at the back or on request KEMET 10uF/63V MMK input
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capacitors, which just fit. While removing them, there is space for two 3-pole header contacts making it
possible to use our VCAcap board on top of this VCA-2181.
On this board fit a pair of serious sized, High-End / Reference quality input capacitors.
A combination of this VCA-2181 and a VCAcap board with, besides the high quality, also nice looking High-End
caps mounted on top of our PRE-230/330 preamplifier modules looks nice as well.
Output capacitors are not required with our VCA-2181 since output dc levels are at Signal ground (Sgnd) level.

ELTIM VCA-2181 Model range
There are three models, where only the performance of the VCA IC’s differ:
Models:
VCA-type:
Output buffers:
THD@1kHz@0dB:

VCA-2181A
2x THAT2181A
2x OPA134
0,0025%

VCA-2181B
2x THAT2181B
2x OPA134
0,004%

VCA-2181C
2x THAT2181C
2x OPA134
0,005%

On request we can place other output Opamps and even Burson’s for you.

General technical data:
Max. attenuation:
Max. gain:
Gain control voltages:
Channel separation:
Frequency range:
Input impedance:
Slew rate:
Output swing:
Output noise:
Gain linearity:
Power supply:
Dimensions:

-100dB
+40dB
0 – 5Vdc
>120dB
DC – >370kHz (-3dB, limited by us)
20kohm
> 12V/uS
±11,7V max. @ ±15Vdc supply
< -98dBV@0dB gain
< 0,5% typical, 2% max.
±8 - ±18V, 10mA
100x62mm, height min. 13mm (trimmers)

Optional SPI DAC data examples:
Recc. DAC-type (SPI):
MCP4822
DAC-bitrate:
2x 12 bit
Total DAC-steps:
4096
dB steps per bit step:
0,025dB

MCP4812
2x 10 bit
1024
0,1dB
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MCP4802
2x 8 bit
256
0,4dB

